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ROMC Chairperson:
Cathie Kraemer
216 Trillium Drive, Port Elgin, ON N0H 2C2
katylou@bmts.com

For a dog to qualify for Register of Merit – Canadian (ROMC) status it must meet the following requirements:
DOG:
Upon application by the owner, a dog will be awarded the ROMC title if he is the sire of ten (10) or more Canadian
Kennel Club (CKC) Champions, at least nine (9) of which must be conformation champions and no more than one of
which may be an OTCH; with no individual dog counting more than once toward the total.
Supporting documentation may be required by the ROMC Chairperson in order to verify the titles listed prior to
granting the award.
BITCH:
Upon application by the owner, a bitch will be awarded the ROMC title if she is the dam of five (5) or more CKC
Champions, at least four (4) of which must be conformation champions and no more than one of which may be
an OTCH; with no individual dog counting more than once toward the total. Supporting documentation may be
required by the ROMC Chairperson in order to verify the titles listed prior to granting the award.
The dog must be verified as the sire/dam of the Canadian Champion offspring.
N.B. A dog or bitch which receives an Altered CKC Championship does not qualify as get towards the ROMC status of
its sire or dam.
All applications must be made on the approved ROMC application form which is available from the CSSA website
(www.canadianshelties.ca) or from the ROMC chairperson, Cathie Kraemer.
Dogs which have met these qualifications will automatically be assigned ROMC titles by the CSSA. This title may be
added to the dog’s name.
PLEASE NOTE: This is not a title officially recognized by CKC; and should not be submitted as part of the dog’s name
on CKC documents such as show entry forms or Litter Applications.

Additional Information: CSSA Members who are owners or breeders of an eligible Shetland Sheepdog may apply
for an ROMC Certificate once they provide proof of being the owner/breeder. One original Certificate will go to the
member applicant and one Certificate to an additional member breeder/owner.
Since the CSSA derives its information from official CKC records, breeder/owners no longer have to apply for this
recognition for their Shelties but must apply for the certificates.
There is no cost attached for these original Certificates to CSSA Member.
Additional certificates will be given at a cost of $2.00 each. Non-CSSA members can obtain certificates at a cost of
$10.00 each. Please provide names and mailing addresses.
Certificates are given out at the CSSA National following receipt of, and verification of, the application.

